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ABSTRACT Recent times are witnessing an emergence of sites that are hazardous for human access. This
has created a global demand to equip agents with the ability to autonomously inspect such environments by
computing a coverage path effectively and efficiently. However, inspection of such sites requires agents to
consider the correlation of work, providing precedence provision in visiting regions. The current approaches
to compute coverage path in the hazardous sites, however, do not consider precedence provision. To this end,
coverage path planning strategies are proposed, which provide precedence provision. Tomeet the challenges,
the problem is divided into two phases: inter-region and intra-region path planning. In the ‘inter-region’ path
planning of the approach, the site comprising of multiple disjoint regions is modelled as connectivity graph.
Two novel approaches, Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP) solution and heuristic based techniques,
are proposed to generate the ordered sequence of regions to be traversed. In the ‘intra-region’ path planning
of the approach, each region is decomposed into a grid and Boustrophedon Motion is planned over each
region. The ability of combined approach to provide complete coverage is proved under minor assumption.
An investigative study has been conducted to elucidate the efficiency of the proposed approach in different
scenarios using simulation experiments. The proposed approach is evaluated against baseline approaches.
The results manifest a significant reduction in cost and execution time, which caters to inspection of target
sites comprising of multiple disjoint regions with precedence provision.

INDEX TERMS Autonomous systems, coverage path planning, precedence provision, inspection, optimiza-
tion algorithms.

I. INTRODUCTION
Agent based inspection of any site can be characterized
as a coverage path planning (CPP) problem, where a path
is derived, such that every single point of the environ-
ment is traversed. Even though CPP is a well researched
problem in literature [1]–[3], the research has typically
focussed on coverage of single region or multiple connected
regions. However, the advancement in science and technol-
ogy has resulted in significant increase in the sites which
can be characterized by multiple disjoint regions and require
inclusion of precedence provision, due to the prevailing
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environmental conditions like high pressure, extreme temper-
ature and presence of radiation.

Recent accidents at such sites like the Fukushima Daiichi
nuclear meltdown, Gulf of Mexico oil spill etc. have resulted
in environmental catastrophe. This has generated a global
demand of periodic inspection of sites with extreme envi-
ronment. Human inspection of these sites is hazardous and
requires an agent to perform this daunting task. The inspec-
tion of an extreme environment site has the following salient
characteristics which need to be considered while computing
coverage path:

1) Disjoint Regions: The precarious sites consist of
regions which are spatially distributed and an agent
is entrusted to cover each region. Some applications
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of coverage of disjoint regions are the survey of post-
disaster scenarios [4], precision agriculture [5] to name
a few.

2) Correlated Nature of Work: Inspection of the site
requires agent to perform sensing and actuating actions
like corrosion check, radiation monitoring [6] [7].
There exists a certain degree of correlation between
these actions, which impose requirement of visiting
regions with a precedence provision. In the experi-
mental study conducted by Khanam et al. [8], it was
observed that annealing process starts as soon as radi-
ation exposure is removed. This allows us to conclude,
that after covering regions which have a presence of
radiation, the next region must be a non-critical area.

The development of agents which can survey sites has
revolutionized the field of surveillance and inspection. The
recent [9] agent based fixed altitude CPP problem mapped
the environment monitoring problem as a multiple target
visiting problem. The multiple targets visiting problem was
then formulated as Travelling Salesman Problem (TSP) [10].
TSP generated an optimal path, where each target was vis-
ited once taking into consideration disjoint regions, however
ignoring the constraint of correlated nature of work. Recently,
agent ‘CARMA’ (Continuous Autonomous Radiation Mon-
itoring Assistance) [11] used greedy online CPP to inspect
Sellafield nuclear facility. However, it failed to consider dis-
tributed nature of regions. In other cases, where the agent was
assigned to inspect any region [3], [12], the CPP problemwas
formulated as the derivation of the optimal path, so that one
region was covered considering the precedence provision.
Another recent agent based post-disaster survey had proposed
a variant of grid based TSP solution for systematic investiga-
tion of site with distributed regions [13]. However, it failed
to eliminate the sub tours [14], which is an integral problem
of TSP.

Although, agent based inspection has been studied exten-
sively, to the best of the authors knowledge, none of the works
focuses on agent based coverage path planning techniques
considering both the salient characteristics. This paper seeks
to bridge this gap, by proposing a coverage path planning
technique which inspects any site with disjoint regions pro-
viding precedence provision.

In this paper, we adopt a scheme which provides a solution
to the problem of inspection of multiple non-overlapping
regions with given precedence (see Figure 1). The coverage
path planning problem for multiple disjoint regions is first
presented as a Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP)
formulation. The problem being very complex, use of the
MILP formulation makes the solution approach highly com-
pute intensive, and restricts its scalability to problems con-
taining only a small number of regions. However, the intended
application of inspection requires agent to cover vast geo-
graphical areas, where both the number of regions and their
average sizes may be pretty large. This demands a heuristic
solutionwhere the coverage path planning problem of disjoint
regions has been decomposed into two parts: 1) Inter-region

FIGURE 1. Flowchart illustrating an overview of all the steps required to
compute the coverage path.

path planning and 2) Intra-region path planning. We con-
sider a scenario where the regions are far apart, therefore
the distance between two regions can be approximated as
distance between their centroid. Our scheme treads a route
by initially dividing the problem into two phase: Inter-region
path planning and Intra-region path planning. In the first
phase, an attempt ismade to answer a pertinent question: How
can an agent inspect the entire site by visiting each region
while considering the specified order of correlated nature of
region visit. A MILP solution and a construction heuristic,
Inter-Region Path Planning (‘IRPP’) are proposed, which
generate the order of inter-region traversal. This order serves
as an input to the second phase of ‘Intra-region traversal’,
where entry and exit point for each region are calculated on
the basis of preceding and succeeding region, in the order
of generated inter-region traversal. Deriving this information,
the second phase first decomposes the region into a grid and
then calculates the BoustrophedonMotion between entry and
exit grid cell for each region.

A. TARGETED APPLICATION
CPP is integral to many robotics applications, such as
painter robots [15], vacuum cleaning robots [16], autonomous
underwater vehicles [17], demining robots [18] and precision
agriculture [19]. However, most applications of CPP have
considered computation of the coverage path for a single
region in the past. However, new applications have emerged,
where agents needs to cover multiple regions that are spatially
distributed. Some of the applications targeting computation
of a coverage path over multiple disjoint region are: post-
disaster management scenario where a UAV is assigned to
access the damage for multiple-disaster areas [13]. Another
important application is deployment of UAVs to perform
search and rescue mission over multiple disjoint regions [5].

However, recent accidents like Fukushima Daiichi nuclear
meltdown, Gulf of Mexico oil spill have generated a global
demand of regular inspection of such sites. Such sites, like
nuclear power plants, oil and gas pipelines, chemical industry
comprise extreme environments and require an aerial agent to
inspect these precarious sites at regular intervals. Our recent
experimental study has found out the sensors deployed in the
agents to degrade [7], [8]. The degradation model observed
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that the sensor starts annealing from damages after recorded
time. These observations indicate that, while inspecting these
precarious regions, the agent must adhere to a predefined
precedence so that the deployed sensor could benefit the
annealing effect. Therefore, the proposed work of coverage
path planning with precedence provision finds application in
inspection of regions with extreme environment.

B. CONTRIBUTION
The main technical contributions of this paper can be sum-
marised as:

1) Precedence Provision: Our previous studies [7], [8]
have shown that agents require to visit regions in spe-
cific order. Thus, this work provides precedence pro-
vision, while covering multiple disjoint regions with
extreme environments.

2) Inter-Region Path Planning: The given site of multi-
ple non-overlapping regions is transformed into a con-
nectivity graph where each vertex represents a region
and edge represents the cost incurred traversing from
one region to another. Using the connectivity graph,
a mixed integer linear programming solution consid-
ering disjoint regions and precedence provision is for-
mulated to generate an optimal inter-region traversal.
A heuristic based technique, known as ‘Inter-Region
Path Planning’(IRPP), is proposed which is capable to
produce close to optimal inter-region order with less
overheads.

3) Intra-Region Path Planning: An intra-region traver-
sal technique is proposed to derive the path for agent to
traverse each region using Boustrophedon Motion.

4) Experimental studies: We evaluate the performance
of our proposed strategies using simulation studies
for wide range of distributed regions based sites. The
results have demonstrated the efficiency and efficacy
of the proposed approaches and have compared with
the state-of-the-art techniques.

C. PAPER ORGANISATION
The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. Section II
provides an overview of the related works in this area. This is
followed by problem formulation in Section III. Section IV
encapsulates a discussion on the proposed inter-region path
planning technique. The intra-region path traversal technique
is presented in Section V. The experimental evaluation of the
proposed method is given in Section VI. Finally, the conclu-
sions are presented in Section VII.

II. RELATED WORKS
There are many sites, where human inspection is impos-
sible, as the human access to such sites is restricted due
to the harsh prevailing conditions. To address this chal-
lenge, many agents had been previously deployed at these
sites [20]. Due to the degradation of the localization and
imaging sensors [7], [8], [21] in the environment, had led to

the failure of agents [22]. This directed the research into the
direction of development of radiation hardened and pressure
sustainable sensors [23]–[25], which elongated the life of
the agent inside such sites. Due to the heavy weight of
radiation hardened sensors, they could typically be deployed
in ground based agents. Recently, commercial-off-the shelf
sensors based agents operating at fixed altitude [13] have
been used to perform the inspection of disaster hit areas.
Taking cue, we solve a inspection problem by imposing
characteristics of disjoint regions with precedence provision.

Another constraint specific to the inspection of extreme
environment sites like power plants is equipping the agent
with an ability to compute a set of achievable routes where
sensing and perception of each region is dependent on
the information of one of the preceding regions [26]. For
instance, to inspect high rise building structures like radiation
storage centres, cooling towers or turbines, the building is
divided horizontally into each region, like floors, such that
information of each region is dependent upon the information
of its predecessor region [27]. Therefore, we consider com-
putation of the coverage path for distributed regions having
precedence provision.

The advent of commercial off-the shelf sensor based agents
to survey sites has been a ground breaking development. One
of the recent development was agent CARMA (Continuous
Autonomous Radiation Monitoring Assistance) [11], which
used sensor based CPP to inspect Sellafield, the largest
nuclear facility in Europe. However, it did not consider the
degradation of sensors due to presence of radiation. In an
another work [9], agent tried to monitor an environment
with unknown intensity of extreme environmental conditions.
It translated the problem to a multiple target visiting problem.
The multiple targets visiting problem was transformed to
a TSP [10]. The work considered the limited energy and
time budget, however it failed to take into consideration the
correlated nature of work.

In few other works [3], [12], the agent surveyed a site by
considering CPP as a problem of optimal path computation so
that the agent fully covered the region without imposing any
constraints. Another relevant work aimed to survey a post-
disaster site by proposing a solution which used a grid based
TSP solution [13]. However, this did not take in consideration
the presence of cyclic sub tours [14], which rendered the solu-
tion ineffective. In few of the recent works [28]–[31], authors
investigated inspection using multiple agents by computing
cooperative path planning to visit a target. However, due to
degradation of agents’ sensor in extreme environment, the
deployment of multiple agents will not be judicious decision.

Diverse research has envisioned the problem of the sin-
gle agent based inspection as a CPP problem. Key relevant
works in this field have been discussed in detail in the fol-
lowing surveys: Choset [1], Galceran and Carreras [3] and
Bormann et al. [2]. Choset [1] related the problem to variant
of TSP, covering salesman problem, where instead of visiting
all the points individually in a region, an agent must visit
a single point in neighbourhood of the region from where
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the agent’s sensor can cover the entire neighbourhood of the
point. We take inspiration from this relation, while solving
the inter region path planning, we represent the centre of the
region as a vertex of connectivity graph.

Choset also proposed classification of CPP as off-line or
on-line problem. The off-line coverage algorithm assumes
the environment to be stationary and its map to be available.
The on-line algorithms, on the other hand, do not assume
any a priori knowledge of the environment and use real time
sensor data for run-time path computation. Since the target
site in the problem at hand does not have any human presence
and is periodically inspected, we can assume that the offline
map is a correct representation of the site. Apart from that,
since environmental condition degrade the sensors, relying
on sensor data for coverage decision will be cost and time
inefficient. Therefore, we propose an off-line CPP algorithm
for inspection of extreme environment sites. Bormann et
al. [2] presented a survey of the off-line coverage algorithms
and observed that the CPP problems due to their complexity
are typically computed not on the entire map, but individual
units of map, known as ‘region’.

The problem of coverage path planning by agents has been
formulated as an optimization problem in recent times [32].
The optimization problem can be divided into following two
sub-categories: 1) Classical Approaches, and 2) Heuristic
Approaches. Popular classical approaches focusing on opti-
mality guarantees for coverage path planning are: Poten-
tial Field [33], Grid-Based [34], Probabilistic Roadmap
Methods (PRM) [35] and Rapidly exploring Random Trees
(RRT) [36]. The heuristic approaches which search the solu-
tion space for near optimal solution can be sub-categorized
as: Neural Network [37], Fuzzy logic techniques [38], Grav-
itational Search Algorithm [39], Genetic Algorithm [40] and
Ant-Colony Algorithm [41]. The optimization problem of
computing the coverage path has been classified as NP-Hard,
the problem of coverage of disjoint regions adds to its com-
plexity. Therefore, we have used the technique of decom-
position of original problem into sub-problems which are
highly correlated, this has been widely used in some of the
optimization algorithms [42].

This has allowed to divide our inspection problem into
two parts: 1) inter-region and 2) intra-region path planning.
Using the research finding that the inspection problem of sites
has two salient characteristics, we seek to solve the problem
as inter-region and intra-region path planning. In the next
section, we present the problem formulation.

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this section, we describe the problem of computation of
CPP of disjoint regions with precedence provision and for-
mally state the optimization problem as constant satisfaction
problem via mixed integer linear programming formulation.

A. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION AND ASSUMPTION
Let us consider a scenario where an agent equipped with a
sensor and is initially stationed at depot v0. Then, the agent is

dispatched to inspect a set of disjoint and spatially distributed
rectangular regions, M = {1, . . . ,m}. Each region i ∈M is
described by its four vertices (vi1, vi2, vi3, vi4) = Vi. We sup-
pose that the target site does not consist of any exclusion or
forbidden zone. After inspecting the entire site, the agent is
required to return back to the depot. We assume that the agent
operates at the fixed altitude and constant speed. If R+ =
{a ∈ R : a ≥ 0}, the configuration space � for agent A can
be formulated as � ⊆ R2. The sensing range of the sensor
mounted on the agent is r × r . We assume that the agent
has sufficient power to complete the task. The geographical
area of the site has been modelled using a discrete 2D grid
structure such that size of each grid cell is designed to be
r×r , so that if the agent visits the centre of grid cell, the entire
grid cell can been covered. The objective of the problem is to
find the optimal tour for the agent that start and ends at the
depot, such that agent’s sensor footprint along the traversed
path covers each target region completely and the total travel
cost is minimized. Apart from covering each target location,
the agent also has to achieve the goal of traversing the target
regions in an ordered sequence.

The type of agent used for inspection also places an addi-
tional constraint on the shape of the path. For instance, if the
agent is a fixed-wing UAV, its mechanical structure deter-
mines minimum safe turn radius restricting the agent to make
abrupt changes in their direction. In this problem, we have
assumed that our agent is a multirotor UAV that is allowed to
make sharp turns with arbitrary turn radius, allowing signifi-
cant increase in the flexibility, while designing the path to be a
linear problem.A similar approachwas proposed for a control
method which was based on linearization of the oxygenator’s
dynamical model [43].

B. NOTATIONS
Addressing the site inspection problem more formally,
we introduce the basic notations. The problem of CPP of
disjoint regions can be sub-divided into: 1) inter-region path
planning 2) intra-region path planning. The intra-region cov-
erage path for each region i ∈ M can be described as Pi.
Pi = pik is the set of Cartesian coordinate of centre of each
grid cells in region i, such that by visiting all the locations in
Pi entire region i has been covered, where k ∈ [gi], gi is the
set of grid cells located in the region i. The visiting order of
the locations in Pi are captured using a decision variable zikl .
The decision variable zikl = 1, if agent traverses from location
pik to pil , otherwise, zikl = 0.
The entrance location in region i is described by decision

variable enik , such that enik = 1, if the agent enters region
from location pik , otherwise enik = 0. Furthermore, we intro-
duce ex ik as decision variable to describe the exit location in
region i, such that ex ik = 1, if the agent exits from region
from location pik , otherwise ex ik = 0. Finally, to capture
the order of visit of the target regions, we introduce decision
variable xij, where i, j ∈ M, such that xij = 1, if the agent
traverses from region i to region j, otherwise xij = 0. The
specified order in which location must be traversed is given
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by 2 = (i, j)|i, j ∈M. To capture this order, we introduce a
decision variable yij such that yij = 1, if the agent traverses
from region i to j for specified order (i, j) ∈ 2, otherwise
yij = 0.

C. MIXED INTEGER PROGRAMMING FORMULATION
With the notations described in above section, we can now
describe the coverage path that covers the entire target site
with precedence provision. The total travel cost C can be
calculated as:

C =
m∑
i=1

m∑
j=1,j6=i

gi∑
k=1

gj∑
l=1

xijex iken
j
lD(pik , pjl)

+

m∑
i=1

gi∑
k=1

gi∑
l=1,l 6=k

ziklD(pik , pil)+
∑

(i,j)∈2

P̂(1− yij)

where functionD(x, y) calculates the travel cost from location
x to y and P̂ is the penalty imposed, if the agent does not tra-
verse regions in the specified order 2. To ensure the validity
of the tour, the following constraints are imposed:

m∑
j=1,j6=i

xij = 1, ∀i ∈M (1)

m∑
i=1,i6=j

xij = 1, ∀j ∈M (2)

xij ≥ yij (i, j) ∈ 2 (3)
gi∑

l=1,l 6=k

zikl = 1− ex ik , ∀i ∈M, l ∈ gi (4)

gi∑
k=1,k 6=l

zikl = 1− enik , ∀i ∈M, k ∈ gi (5)

gi∑
k=1

enik = 1,
gi∑
k=1

ex ik = 1, ∀i ∈M (6)

xij, yij ∈ {0, 1}, ∀i, j ∈M (7)

zikl, en
i
k , ex

i
k ∈ {0, 1}, ∀i ∈M, k, l ∈ gi (8)

enik + ex
i
k ≤ 1, ∀i ∈M, k ∈ gi (9)

In the above mentioned constraints, constraints (1) - (2)
ensure that each region is inspected by the agent exactly once.
The constraint (3) ensures that the specified order edge in 2
is visited. The constraints (4) - (5) ensure that each location
pik ∈ Pi in region i is traversed only once. The constraint (6)
ensures that for each region there is only one entrance and
exit. The constraints (7) - (9) ensure that the decision variables
take valid values.

The inspection problem can thus be formulated as:

minimize C

subject to : constraints(1)− (9) (10)

D. DISCUSSION
The problem of coverage of disjoint region with precedence
provision can be modelled as an optimization problem of

integrated Chinese Postman Problem-Coverage Path Prob-
lem. Analysis shows that the both problems are NP-Hard in
the strong sense [3], [44] and an optimal solution strategy to it
will be prohibitively expensive in terms of solution generation
times and required storage space. Further, it is also difficult to
design a deterministic/greedy heuristic strategy which avoids
solution enumeration, but can deliver satisfactory outputs
under all realistic scenarios. In past, such complex optimiza-
tion problem were solved by decomposing into co-related
problems [42]. Hence, we have resorted to solve the this
problem by decomposing into two problems: 1) Inter-region
path planning 2) Intra-region path planning.

1) Inter-region path planning: It aims to find the order
of sequence S(M) = {i, j, . . . , k | ∀i, j, k ∈ M} in
which the agent visits all the regions traversing all the
specified edges denoted by (i, j) ∈ 2.

2) Intra-region path planning: It can be stated as path
computation such that each and every point in any given
region i is covered by the agent A.

Note: If the size of each region i ≤ r × r (sensor’s range),
the inspection problem is reduced to only inter-region path
planning, where each region i ∈ M can be described by its
centre v̂i. If there is only one region iwhose size is larger than
sensor’s range r × r , the problem is reduced to intra-region
path planning.

IV. INTER-REGION PATH PLANNING
In this section, we aim to solve the problem of inter-region
path planning. To compute the inter-region path, we represent
the site as a connectivity graphG. The connectivity graphG =
{V, E} is an Eulerian graph, where V ={i, j, ..k| ∀i, j, k ∈M}
and E = {ei| ei is cost of traversal between region i − 1 and
region i}. The graph is computed in following subsection.

A. CONNECTIVITY GRAPH
Any region i ∈ M is defined by four vertices
{vi1, vi2, vi3, vi4}. Using these four vertices, the coordinates
of the centre of a region i, v̂i can be derived using:

v̂i
x
= vxi4 +

|vxi4 − v
x
i3|

2
(11)

v̂i
y
= vyi4 +

|vyi4 − v
y
i1|

2
(12)

The centre v̂i is used to describe the region i, such that V =
{v̂i | v̂i is the centre of the region i ∈ M}. To address the
problem of inter-region path traversal, we first eliminate the
degenerated edges of the graph, which connect a vertex to
itself also known as a self-loop. The judicious elimination
of self-loops helps in realization of the goal trajectory min-
imization. After the elimination of self-loops, we determine
the cost which agent A will incur in traversing between two
regions. The cost of traversal for the agent A for traversing
from region i to region j is defined as ci,j and is computed
as follows:

ci,j = A∗ distance between v̂i and v̂j (13)
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Algorithm 1 CONNECTIVITY GRAPH
Input: 1.M = {1, ..,m} : set of m regions

2. 2 = {(i, j) | i, j ∈M} : order of sites to be inspected
3. N : a large positive number

Output: 2′, c : Set of specified possible region traversal,
cost of inter-region traversal

INITIALIZATION
1: 2′ = 2

/*2′ denotes modified ordered site traversal set*/
SELF-LOOP ELIMINATION

2: for each region i ∈M do
3: Centre of region i calculated using Equation 11, 12
4: ci,i = N /* Assign the cost of self-loop (i, i) as N to

eliminate self loop traversal.*/
5: if exists a self loop (i, i) ∈ 2′ then
6: 2′ = 2′ ∩ (i, i)

/*Remove the self loop (i, i) from 2′.*/
7: end if
8: end for

COST MATRIX CALCULATION
9: for each region i ∈M do

10: for each neighbour region j of i do
11: Assign ci,j as A* distance between centre v̂i and v̂j)

/* Determine the cost of traversal from region i to
region j*/

12: end for
13: end for

The agent A can traverse the next region j from current
region i iff region i is the neighbour of region j. We assume
that generated graph G contains an Eulerian trail, i.e. there
exists a cycle where each edge can be traversed only
once. This is illustrated in Algorithm 1, where we calcu-
late the cost of all the neighbours of region i. The calcu-
lated inter-region traversal cost (c) and specified possible
set of traversal (2′) will be used as the input to the MILP
based inter-region traversal strategy discussed in the next
section.

B. MIXED INTEGER LINEAR PROGRAMMING BASED
INTER-REGION TRAVERSAL STRATEGY
In this section, we propose a MILP solution to inter-region
path traversal problem. To address this problem we introduce
two binary decision variable xij and yij. The decision variables
are defined as:

1) xij = 1 if the agent A traverses region i to region j,
otherwise xij = 0.

2) yij = 1 if the agent A traverses region i to j for the
specified edge (i, j) ∈ 2′, otherwise yij = 0.

Objective: The inspection problem can be formulated as
finding values of xij and yij, ∀i, j ∈ M, such that the path
starts and ends at the start region (also called depot)), each
region is covered exactly once by the agent, and the total cost,

Cost , given below is minimized.

Cost =
m∑
i=1

m∑
j=1

cijxij +
∑

(i,j)∈2′
ĉij(1− yij) (14)

where cij is the travelling cost incurred by the agent A, if it
travels from region i to j, obtained using Algorithm 1 and ĉij
is the penalty imposed on the agent A if it does not traverse
region (i, j) ∈ 2′. The objective of the formulation can be
written as:

minimize Cost (15)

The first term in Equation 14 calculates the total travel
costs for inter-regional movements. The last term calculates
the penalty incurred if the order of sequence defined in 2′ is
not followed by the agentA. The validity of the required path
traversal is ensured by imposing following constraints:

1) Departure Constraint: The constraint in Equation 16
ensures that the agent A leaves each region only once.∑

i∈M\i6=j
xij = 1, ∀j ∈M (16)

2) Arrival Constraint: The constraint in Equation 17
ensures that the agent A arrives only once in each
region. ∑

j∈M\i6=j
xij = 1, ∀i ∈M (17)

3) Continuity Constraint: The constraint in Equation 18
ensures that the inter-region path traversed by the
agent A is continuous.∑

j∈M,i6=j

xij =
∑

j∈M,i6=j

xji (18)

4) Direct Path Constraint: The constraint in Equation 19
ensures that the next region j to be traversed from region
i is connected.

xij=0, ∀i, j ∈M | ∃!{direct path between i and j}

(19)

5) Specified Order Constraint: The constraint in
Equation 20 forces variable yij to take value 0, if not
traversed by the agent, i.e. xij = 0. Conversely, if the
agent takes the route (i, j), i.e, xij > 0, the minimization
of the objective function forces variable yij to take
value 1.

xij ≥ yij (i, j) ∈ 2 (20)

6) Sub-Tour Elimination: Another major issue which
path planning problems suffer from, is the ability of
the agent A to get stuck in a sub-tour cycle in a graph
G, which has not been considered in previous coverage
works [11], [13]. An additional decision variables ui
is introduced in this constraint to order all regions
excluding the depot to prevent illegal cycle formations.
This is ensured by constraining uj ≥ ui+1 when xij = 1

ui + 1 ≤ uj + N ∗ (1− xij) (21)

where, N is a large positive number.
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FIGURE 2. Site depicted using (a) Inter-region connectivity graph G(V,E)
where red edge {(3, 6), (15, 17)} ∈ 2 denote specified inspection order
(b) CPLEX generated inter-region path denoted using dotted lines.

C. EXAMPLE 1: ILLUSTRATING MIXED INTEGER LINEAR
PROGRAMMING STRATEGY
We elucidate the working of our proposed MILP strategy
using an example site of a spaceport. The given site resembles
a site used in [45] comprising of 23 regions. Each unit region
is a vertex vi of the connectivity graph G = {V, E}, shown in
Figure 2a.

Let us assume that agentA operates at a fixed altitude and
each region is inter connected by a unit distance such that
∀j, k cj,k = 1. For now, we assume that the traversal from
one region to another generates a cost which is shown on
each edge (see Figure 2b). This assumption will be relaxed in
Section VI. As perMILP formulation discussed in above sub-
section IV-B, the CPLEX [46] solver generates the following
optimal tour as illustrated in Figure 2b. The specified order
route for inspection is 2 = {(3, 6), (15, 17)}. The generate
path is: {1− > 2− > 3− > 6− > 5− > 8− > 9− >

10− > 14− > 13− > 12− > 15− > 17− > 18− >

19− > 23− > 22− > 21− > 20− > 16− > 11− > 7− >
4− > 1}. By traversing the generated path, the agent incurs
a cost of 27 units.

From Figure 2b, it is evident that path generated for
agent A has following salient features to ensure its validity:

1) Depot: The agent A starts and ends at the same region
(depot, region = 1).

2) Sub-Tour: Apart from the cycle which starts and ends
at depot, there are no other cycle present in the path.

3) Specified Route: The agent traverse all the edges in the
specified route 2 = {(3, 6), (15, 17)}.

4) Trajectory Minimization: The constraint of time and
energy is met, as no region is traversed more than once
in the generated path.

Therefore, it is evident from the given example that the MILP
strategy is able to generate a valid path which meets all the
specified constraints of the inspection problem.

D. IRPP: INTER REGION PATH PLANNING TECHNIQUE
The MILP based inter-region path planning solution
described in the previous section generates optimal solution.
However, its’ exponential computational complexity makes
it expensive, as the number of region increases. Therefore,
in this section, we propose an efficient heuristic algorithm,
‘IRPP’, which generates acceptable solution to the problem
even when the number of regions are fairly large. The pseu-
docode of IRPP is presented in Algorithm 2.
The algorithm is a heuristic approach, which attempts to

inspect the specified order route (i, j) ∈ 2′ first. This in
turn minimizes the traversal cost, as the penalties for not
traversing arcs (i, j) ∈ 2′ are not imposed. It also takes
in consideration that self loop and sub-tours are eliminated.
An example at the end of this section is illustrated to elucidate
our proposed approach.

1) IRPP STRATEGY
The main motivation of the inter-region path planning heuris-
tic is to determine the order of region traversal such that:

1) Minimum cost of traversal is incurred.
2) All the regions are traversed once and agent A starts

and ends at depot.
3) Specified order of traversal is the route under taken by

the agent A.

The algorithm comprises of four blocks: 1) Initialization,
2) Order Generation, 3) Feasible Solution, and 4) Cost Cal-
culation. Each block is discussed in details as follows:

Initialization (Line 1-4): In this block, we initialize four
variables: m, χ , n, Z . Variable m and n denote number of
regions and number of specified edges, respectively. χ and Z
are the arrays containing the order of region traversal which
are initialized as NULL.

Order Generation (Line 5-7): To meet the three require-
ments, IRPP heuristic attempts to start the route by traversing
the arcs (i, j) ∈ 2′ in parallel. As shown in line 5-7, in the
order generation block from Algorithm 2, an order of region
traversal Zq for each arc q ∈ 2′ is generated by using function
NEXT_REGN (). Since, there is no correlation between paths
generated for each arc q ∈ 2′, each order generation is
computed in parallel.

Feasible Solution (Line 8-20): After obtaining a list of
order of inter-region traversal Z from last block, we search
for all feasible solutions among the generated solutions of
inter-region, Z . The solution is classified as feasible if, and
only if, it meets the second motivation, i.e. each region is
traversed once and start and ending region are same. To deter-
mine the feasible solution, we check in line 8-20, whether
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the generated order contains all the m distinct regions and
the starting and ending region are identical. Those solutions
which are unfeasible are discarded in line 18. This is helpful
in saving the computation time in the next block, the cost
calculation block.
Cost Calculation (Line 21-25): In the cost calculation

block, we determine the cost of traversal which the agent A
will incur if it takes the feasible route. The cost of traversal is
calculated in line 22, Algorithm 2 by summing the individual
cost of arcs in the feasible order of traversal. In line 24,
we select a feasible solution from Z which has minimum cost.
In the selected minimum cost feasible solution, the order of
traversal begins with the region i for arc (i, j) ∈ 2′. However,
for our scenario, order of traversal must begin from the depot.
Thus, we re-order the order of traversal such that traversal of
route begins from depot.

2) NEXT REGION FUNCTION: NEXT_REGN ()
IRPP calls function NEXT_REGN () to generate the order
of traversal for all the arc q = (i, j) ∈ 2′. NEXT_REGN
() returns the feasible solution Zi. The function is composed
of three components: VSRF, NNV and TERMINATION. The
pseudocode for NEXT_REGN () is presented in Algorithm 3.
VSRF:Visit SpecificRoute First (Line 1-3): In theVSRF

phase, the agent A visits the specified route (i, j) ∈ 2′ first.
After reaching point j, it must take a decision to visit any one
of the neighbours of j which is taken in the next phase, NNV .
However, a decision point variable nextregion is initialized to
j in this phase. Another variable list ρcost which assists in
taking the decision of which next region to traverse after j
is initialized to NULL. ρcost maintains the cost incurred for
traversing each neighbour k after region j.
NNV: Next Neighbour Visit (Line 4-18): The phase

next neighbour visit is responsible for taking the decision
of traversing which neighbour of the current region j. First,
we compute all those neighbours of j, which have not been
previously visited. From the unvisited neighbours, the heuris-
tic can either execute the look ahead plan or the cost calcu-
lative plan. The agent A finds out whether one of following
two criteria is met:

1) CRITERION I: Neighbouring region k has an arc
(j, k) ∈ 2′, i.e. by traversing route (j, k) it meets the
specific inspection order in 2′.

2) CRITERION II: Neighbour l of neighbouring region
k has an arc (k, l) ∈ 2′, i.e. by traversing route (k, l) it
meets the specific inspection order in 2′.

Even if one of the criteria is met, a look-ahead plan is exe-
cuted, where the agent traverses region k irrespective of cost
to meet the stringent criteria of specified route travel. In case
none of criteria of route travel are met, we go ahead with
cost calculative plan where we select the next neighbour to
traverse based on the cost of traversal from region j to k , cj,k .
The cost for each neighbour k of current region j is stored in
the previously defined list ρcost as follows:

ρcost = ρcost ∪ cj,k (22)

Algorithm 2 IRPP
Input: 1.M = {1, ..,m} : set of m regions

2. 2′ = {(i, j) | i, j ∈M} : order of sites to be inspected
3. cm,m : cost ofM inter-region traversal

Output: Cost, χ : cost and order of inter-region traversal
INITIALIZATION

1: m = |M |
2: χ = NULL
3: n = |2′|
4: Z = NULL /*χ , Z denotes order of inter-region

traversal and sequence starting from inspection edge,
respectively.*/

ORDER GENERATION
5: for each arc q ∈ 2′ in parallel do
6: Zq =NEXT_REGN(q); /*Order of traversal Zq starting

from arc q*/
7: end for

FEASIBLE SOLUTION
8: for each solution Zq ∈ Z do
9: if Order of traversal in Zq containts all m distinct

regions then
10: if Zq finishes at the start region then
11: Zq solution is Feasible
12: else
13: Zq is not feasible solution;
14: Discard Zq;
15: end if
16: else
17: Zq is not feasible solution;
18: Discard Zq;
19: end if
20: end for

COST CALCULATION
21: for each feasible solution Zq ∈ Z do
22: costZq =

∑
(j,k)∈Zq cj,k ;

/*Calculate the cost costZq as sum of the cost of all the
arcs j in the feasible solution Zq*/

23: end for
24: Cost = min{costZ1 , costZ2 , . . . , costZq};

/*Assign Cost with minimum cost solution in Z*/
25: χ = re-order the minimum cost traversal route such that

inter-region tour begins from depot;

The main challenge stems from the equal cost of traversal
of all the neighbours. For instance, if the agent traverses the
edge (3, 6). If the agent executes the policy of selecting vertex
based on its occurrence first which is generally employed
in many heuristics like next neighbour first [47], the path
generated contains cycle or sub tours. To overcome this chal-
lenge, we deploy ’Away From Sink’ strategy. Since, the agent
needs to traverse the entire tour and return to the starting
region, we label the start region as the ‘sink’. The ‘Away from
the sink’ strategy allows the agent to traverse the neighbour
which is farthest from the sink, so that all the regions are
traversed once, without the presence of any sub-tours.
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FIGURE 3. Inter-region path planning generated using our proposed
heuristic ‘IRPP’ for the site depicted in figure 2a.

TERMINATION (Line 19-26): In this phase, we find
out whether in the last phase the agent A finds that all the
neighbouring regions have been previously visited. This is
indicative of the fact that the tour is complete. However, if the
agent visits unvisited neighbouring regions and computes
ρcost list, then we select the neighbour k to be visited which
has minimum cost cj,k in the ρcost list. Based on the selected
region k , a new arc (j, k) is added to the solution Zq. To further
elucidate the working of our heuristic, we present an example
in the following subsection.

E. EXAMPLE 2: ILLUSTRATING WORKING OF
INTER-REGION PATH PLANNING HEURISTIC
The construction heuristic ‘IRPP’ is illustrated through a
working example in this subsection. Let us consider the
same extreme environment site as previously discussed in
Section IV-C, i.e. number of regions m = 23 and specified
order2 = {(3, 6), (15, 17)}. As per the ‘VSRF: Visit Specific
Route First’ block of Algorithm 3, the agent will first traverse
edges in the specified order, i.e. (3, 6) and (15, 17).
The cost of traversal from one vertex to another is equal.

For instance, if the agent traverses the edge (3, 6). As per
Figure 2a, by being stationed at vertex 6, the agent A has
an option to traverse either vertex 5 or 10. Since the cost of
traversal between neighbouring vertex is a unit cost, it takes
the policy of ‘away from sink’. The path generated for agentA
is {1− > 2− > 3− > 6− > 10− > 14− > 13− > 12− >
15− > 17− > 18− > 19− > 23− > 22− > 21− >

20− > 16− > 11− > 7− > 8− > 9− > 5− > 4− > 1},
as shown in Figure 3.

The ‘away from sink’ is executed when the agent traverses
the path (3− > 6− > 10) and is stationed at vertex ‘10’.
As illustrated in Figure 2a, vertex ‘10’ has two equal cost
neighbour vertices ‘9’ and ‘14’. If the agent uses the tradi-
tional next neighbour methodology, it would have selected
region ‘9’, which will result in generation of a cycle in the
path. Since, the agent starts from the region ‘3’ and the tour
will end by traversing all the regions once and end at the
region ‘3’. We classify the region ‘3’ as sink vertex.
The main aim of the inter-region path planning technique

is to generate a path where the agent A traverses all the
regions at least once with out getting stuck in any sub-tours.
If the agent moves from region ‘10’ to region ‘9’, it moves

Algorithm 3 NEXT_REGN
Input: 1.M = {1, ..,m} : set of m regions

2. 2′ = {(i, j) | i, j ∈M} : order of sites to be inspected
3. cm,m : cost ofM inter-region traversal

Output: Zq: order of inter-region traversal
Function NEXT_REGN:

VSRF: Visit Specific Route First
1: Visit the arc q using VISIT_ARC(q)
2: Initialize decision point nextregion as j;
/* nextregion denotes the next region to visited after j*/

3: Initialize the neighbour cost list ρcost as NULL;
NNV: Next Neighbour Visit

4: for each neighbor k of j which are unvisited do
5: l : neighbours of k;
6: if CRITERION I OR CRITERION II satisfied then

/*****LOOK-AHEAD PLAN****/
7: Assign k as nextregion;
8: else
9: /*****COST-CONSTRUCTIVE PLAN*****/
10: if (traversal of (j, k) is the minimum cost among all

the neighbours) then
11: Add cj,k to the ρcost list
12: /****AWAY FROM SINK***/
13: if k is farthest from sink vertex then
14: Add cj,k to the ρcost list
15: end if
16: end if
17: end if
18: end for

TERMINATION
19: if no new neighbour visited then

/**AGENT HAS COMPLETED THE TOUR**/
20: return Zq;

/*Return generated solution Zq*/
21: STOP;
22: else
23: if ρcost 6= NULL then
24: Assign nextregion = k such that k has minimum cost

in ρcost ;
25: end if
26: end if
27: Visit the arc q = (j, nextregion) using VISIT_ARC(q)
28: NEXT_REGN(qi+1;)

Function VISIT_ARC:
29: ADD arc q = (i, j) to Zq

closer to sink signifying that it is cutting a path short, i.e. not
traversing all regions. Therefore, we select the next region
to be traversed, which is farthest from the sink vertex ‘3’,
i.e. vertex ‘14’. While being stationed at vertex ‘12’, the
agent executes the ‘look-ahead’ plan andmove to region ‘15’,
which allows it to travel the specified edge (15− 17) ∈ 2.

Using the ‘IRPP’ heuristic, we illustrate the generated
inter-region path in Figure 3. It is evident from the figure
that the generated path differs from the solution proposed by
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the MILP Strategy, however, it is able to achieve the same,
Cost = 27.

V. INTRA-REGION PATH PLANNING
After computing the inter-regional path for agent A in pre-
vious Section IV, we tackle the problem of computation
of coverage path for each region i ∈ M in this section.
The order of the inter-region path χ plays a pivotal role in
determining the intra-region paths. The intra-regional path
is computed first by decomposing the regions into the grids
and then computing Boustrophedon Motion for each region
as described in the following subsections.

A. GRID DECOMPOSITION
For computation of any path, the starting and ending locations
are the necessary inputs. Similarly, for computing a coverage
path for any region i, we first and foremost determine the
entrance and exit for all the regions i. Thus, to find an optimal
intra-region path for any region i ∈M, we take into consider-
ation the preceding and succeeding regions to determine the
start and end location, respectively.

As known, a rectangular region i is characterized by four
vertices: {vi1, vi2, vi3, vi4}. If i− 1 is the preceding region for
region i, the entrance for the region i is the vertex connecting
both the regions i and i − 1. For instance, let us consider
there are four regions as shown in Figure 4 characterized by
their four vertices. The optimal inter-region path generated is
{1− > 2− > 3− > 4− > 1}. For region 2, the preceding
region is 1 so the entrance point can either be v24 or v21.
Similarly, if i + 1 is the succeeding region, the exit for the
region i is the vertex connecting the regions i and i+ 1. Now,
in Figure 4, the succeeding region is region 3. Therefore, the
exit point from region 2 is either v24 or region v23.

After determining the entrance and exist, we decompose
the region into a collection of grid cells. Let each region i be
decomposed into a grid 9i with a set of uniform grid cells
such that

9i = {ψjk |1 ≤ j ≤
li
d
li
r e
, 1 ≤ k ≤

bi
d
bi
r e
} (23)

where, li = ||vi4 − vi3|| and bi = ||vi2 − vi3|| is the length
and breadth of each region i, respectively, ||.|| is a L2 norm
operator and r × r is the sensing radius of agent A. The
number of grid cells, in region i is |9i| = d

li
r ed

bi
r e. Since

li
d
li
r e
≤ r and bi

d
bi
r e
≤ r , i.e., size of each grid cell ψjk ∈ 9

is either smaller or equal to the sensing range of the agent.
This implies that if an agent visits a grid cell, it is able to
successfully map or cover the entire area of grid cell in a
single visit. If we consider each cell as a region and the
problem of intra-region traversal to tackle translates to how
can an agent cover all the cells once, with different start and
end location.

B. BOUSTROPHEDON MOTION
After decomposing each region into a grid and determining
the starting and end point for each region, we aim to compute

FIGURE 4. An example site with four regions with their corner vertices.

the coverage path for the intra region traversal. According
to the recent survey [2], two important categories of CPP
techniques are ‘Boustrphedon CPP’ and ‘Grid based Trav-
elling Salesman CPP’. Boustrophedon CPP technique is an
exact cellular decomposition technique which decomposes
the site into smaller cells using a sweep line. After each
cell is obtained, the orientation of each cell is analysed and
back-forth motion (also known as ‘Boustrophedon Motion’)
is setup.

In ‘Grid based TSP’, unlike ‘Boustrphedon Path Plan-
ning’, the site is decomposed into a regularly spaced grid
with a uniform grid cell size. The CPP problem now translates
into generating a TSP tour, i.e. traversing each cell once and
starting and ending at same cell location. In our case, the
starting and ending location for the intra-region traversal are
not same, therefore we combine both the techniques and tread
a different route.

After decomposing each region into a grid and determining
the start and end vertices as described in last subsection,
we compute a Boustrophedon Motion between the start and
end location based on the orientation using Algorithm 4.
We first analyse the orientation of start and end vertices. If the
start and end vertices are located diagonally opposite, the
coverage path is a vertical BoustrophedonMotion as shown in
Figure 5a. The start and ending vertices v11 and v13, respec-
tively, are diagonally opposite, thus Algorithm 4 generates
a horizontal back and forth motion. Similarly, if the start
and end vertices are located on the same edge, the coverage
path is a horizontal Boustrophedon Motion. As illustrated
in Figure 5b, the start and end vertices v12 and v13, respec-
tively, share a common edge, therefore a horizontal back and
forth coverage path is generated. Now, we elucidate that
the grid-decomposition based Boustrophedon intra-regional
path planning approach is able to provide full coverage using
Theorem 1.
Theorem 1 (Full Coverage of Grid based Decomposition

with Inter-Region Path Planning:)Consider the intra-regional
path planning problem described above. The intra-region path
formulated by grid decomposition approach provides full
coverage if li

d
li
r e
=

bi
d
bi
r e
= r,∀i ∈ M and each grid cell

is regarded as region.
Proof: If li

d
li
r e
=

bi
d
bi
r e
= r , the size of each grid cell

equals the sensing rage of the agent A, this implies that the
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Algorithm 4 BOUSTROPHEDON MOTION
Input: 1. 9i = {ψjk} : Grid 9i representing region i

2. vss′ : Starting vertex
3. vee′ : Ending vertex

Output: P: coverage path
ORIENTATION ANALYSIS

1: if |s′ − e′| > 1 then
2: /*Starting and Ending Vertices are Diagonally Oppo-

site*/
3: P: Generate a Back and Forth Vertical Motion
4: else
5: /*Starting and Ending vertices lie on same edge*/
6: P: Generate a Back and Forth Horizontal Motion
7: end if

FIGURE 5. Boustrphedon Motion for (a) diagonally opposite vertices
(b) vertices with same edge.

shortest paths to plan through the centres of all the cells in any
region i ∈ M is equivalent to the shortest path to cover the
entire region i. Therefore, when applying grid decomposition
along with the inter-region path planning approach, the grid
decomposition based path planning allows full coverage of
the target site. �

VI. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
In this section, we perform simulation studies to evaluate
the performance of our proposed approach in terms of ‘full
coverage’, ‘efficiency’ and ‘comparison with existing work’.
All the algorithms are implemented using MATLAB and
IBM-CPLEX, and the experiments are performed on a DELL
XPS IDV8QVOwith Intel Core i5, 8GBmemory and 225GB
storage.1

A. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The input data for our experiments have been generated using
the following framework.

1) TARGET SITE GENERATION
The data corresponding to the regions for a site which needs
to be covered has been generated randomly. The number
of regions in the sites is given by the user with an upper
bound of 50 regions. This assumption is based on the limit of
an aerial agent to perform coverage with given energy bud-
get [13]. The regions in the site are assumed to be distributed
around an origin marked by the coordinates (0,0). A new

1The code for all algorithms can be found at: https://github.com/
ZebaKhanam91/CoveragePathPlanning

region is created by first tentatively selecting a centroid for
it. The coordinates of this centroid are obtained by selecting
its distance from the origin through a random distribution U1
[0, 200] and also determining the angle that it subtends on the
x axis, from another uniform random distributionU2 [0, 360].

A new region is created using function rectangle() [48].
This function takes as input the coordinates of the centroid
(obtained as above), width and height of each region to
be generated. rectangle() returns a rectangle based on the
region parameters provided as input. The width and height
of a region are generated from normal distribution having
standard deviation as σside = 2.5 and themean asµside = 7.5.
The new region is actually accepted if it does not overlap with
any other region already generated; otherwise, it is discarded.
We repeat these steps unless and until desired number of
regions are created. In case of a rejection, the steps to create a
new region are repeated. The above steps are continued until
the required number of regions have been generated. The size
of a region is measured in terms of number of grid cells that it
contains. The size of each grid cell is assumed to be 1×1 m2.

2) SPECIFIC ORDER GENERATION
As discussed above, the overall operation has an associated
order which provides precedence provision for coverage. The
specified order 2 is obtained where first we obtain the num-
ber of specified edges which the agent must traverse using
normal distribution having standard deviation as σ = m

8 and
themean asµ = m

4 . The specified pair of edge in2 is selected
by uniform distribution U3 [1,m]. If the edge pair already
exists in 2, this edge pair is discarded.

3) AGENT CHARACTERISTICS
The agent is assumed to have square footprints whose areas
are expressed as an integral number of grid cells. The
sensing range of agent r can take different values ranging
from {1, 2, 3, 4}.

B. FULL COVERAGE
Theorem 1 in Section V-B shows that our proposed tech-
nique can compute full coverage path for each region,
if grid-based decomposition is coupled with inter-region
traversal. The inter-region traversal generates a path under
the minor assumption that the connectivity graph generated
in Section IV-A contains at least one Eulerian trail, i.e. there
exits a cycle where each edge is traversed only once. The
minor assumption for intra-region traversal is that li

d
li
r e
=

bi
d
bi
r e
= r . We study the optimality of the proposed inspection

approach using the following experiment designed to eluci-
date the ability of our approach to find the solution when the
above mentioned assumption is either satisfied or violated.

1) EXPERIMENT I
The Experiment I is designed to investigate the assumption
of the inter-region traversal, i.e. ‘there exists at least one
Eulerian trail’. The first experiment is carried out under a
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FIGURE 6. Experiment I site (a) containing eulerian trail (b) without
eulerian trail.

FIGURE 7. Full coverage path found when site (a) containing Eulerian trail
(b) without Eulerian trail.

two site setting depicted using the connectivity graphs in
Figure 6. In the first and second setting, we determine the path
when the assumption is satisfied and relaxed, respectively.
The first experiment contains three regions (M = 1, 2, 3),
which have equal length and width, such that li = bi = 4,
∀i ∈ M. The sensor range of the agent A is r = 2. Thus,
li
d
li
r e
=

bi
d
bi
r e
= r = 2, holds for both cases.

The order of inspection for the site is 2 = (1, 2). The
distance between each region is unit cost. CPLEX and IRPP
heuristic both generate the path {1− > 2− > 3− > 1} for the
first setting with Eulerian trail with cost = 3 units. The opti-
mal coverage path is depicted in Figure 7a. To illustrate the
performance of CPP algorithm when the underlying assump-
tion of inter-region traversal is violated, the region ‘2’ and
‘3’ are not connected. The remaining settings like inspection
order and cost traversal remain same. The path generated by
the CPLEX and IRPP heuristics {1− > 2− > 1}, which is a
sub-optimal solution as region ‘3’ is not traversed. The pro-
vision of correlation between work (precedence provision)
forces the agent to traverse the edge 1− > 2. Since, the region
‘2’ is only connected to region ‘1’, the agent traverses back
to the depot 1. Now, it can traverse to region 3, however it is
unable minimize coverage trajectory. This allows us to con-
clude that if the underlying assumption of inter-region path
planning, connectivity graph G derived using Algorithm 1
contains Eulerian trail, is violated then the computed cover-
age path does not cover the entire site.

2) EXPERIMENT II
The Experiment II is designed to investigate the assumption
of the intra-region traversal, i.e. li

d
li
r e
=

bi
d
bi
r e
= r . The second

experiment is carried out under two site setting depicted using
the connectivity graphs in Figure 6 which was considered

FIGURE 8. Full coverage path found when site (a) containing eulerian trail
(b) without eulerian trail.

in Experiment I. However, the sensor range is increased
r = 3, thus violating the constraint li

d
li
r e
6=

bi
d
bi
r e
6= r .

Under this setting, the optimal path generated is similar to the
path generated in Experiment I illustrated in Figure 7. This
allows us to conclude that even if the minor assumption is
violated, intra-region path traversal generates a full coverage
path solution, this can be attributed to the combination of grid
decomposition with Boustrophedon Motion.

3) EXPERIMENT III
The experiment III is designed to investigate the performance
of inspection algorithm, when unlike previous experiments,
the regions of traversal are not similar. The connectivity graph
of the site is shown in Figure 8a. The region ’1’ is the largest
region of size 6 × 4 and the other two regions are of size
2 × 2. The range of sensor is set to r = 2. The inter-region
path generated using CPLEX and IRPP is {1− > 2− >

3− > 1}. In intra-region traversal, the region ‘2’ and region
‘3’ have a single grid cell and since li

d
li
r e
=

bi
d
bi
r e
= r , the

assumption holds true, thus visiting the centre of the grid cell
is sufficient to cover the entire grid cell. Similarly, region ‘1’
is decomposed into 3 × 2 grid cells using Algorithm 4, the
agent A executes a vertical Boustrophedon Motion.

C. EFFICIENCY STUDY
In this subsection, we investigate the efficiency of the pro-
posed approach. As the approach consists of two phases:
inter region and intra-region path planning. We design the
following experiments to study the properties of each phase
with respect to region size and number of regions.

1) EXPERIMENT IV
In Experiment IV, we study the properties of two proposed
techniques for inter-region traversal: the MILP based tech-
nique (proposed in Section IV-B) and IRPP heuristic (pro-
posed in Section IV-D) under varying number of regions.
We consider a set of uniform regions of size li = 2, bi = 4,
the sensor range is set to r = 2. The order of execution
2 = (2, 1). As shown in Figure 9, the execution time of
both the MILP based technique and the ‘IRPP’ heuristic
based approach increases with the increment in number of
regions indicating that both the proposed techniques suffer
from the curse of dimensionality with respect to number of
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FIGURE 9. Analysis of execution time for Inter-region traversal with
respect to number of regions.

FIGURE 10. Analysis of cost for Inter-region traversal with respect to
number of regions.

regions. However, if we compare the performance of both the
techniques from Figure 10, we can conclude that the MILP
based technique yields a path with less cost as compared to
‘IRPP’ based heuristic with increase in the number of regions.
In order to achieve this more computation time is required as
the number of regions increase (see Figure 10).

2) EXPERIMENT V
Experiment V is designed to investigate the efficiency of
the proposed intra-region traversal technique under varying
region sizes. In this experiment, two regions are considered
with length of each region set to be li = 2, i ∈ {1, 2}.
The sensor range is set to r = 2. The breadth of each
region is then increased simultaneously. The inter-region path
generated using both the inter-region traversal techniques is
{1− > 2− > 1} with cost = 2 units.

It is observed from Figure 11 that the execution time varies
linearly with the increment in breadth of region. This trend
can be attributed to the fact that as breadth of each region
increases, the number of grid cells increase. Therefore, this
leads to overall increase in execution time required to traverse
each region indicating scalability to region size.

FIGURE 11. Analysis of execution time for Intra-region traversal with
respect to breadth of regions.

FIGURE 12. Analysis of execution time for inter-region traversal with
respect to number of regions for large scale sites.

3) EXPERIMENT VI
Experiment VI is designed to show the capability of the
proposed approach in carrying out inspection of relatively
large scale sites. It was suggested in [13] that agents moving
at a fixed altitude can traverse up to 17 regions in a single
trip In Figure 11, we had deduced that the execution time
for intra-region traversal is directly proportional to number
of grid cells. Figure 12 observes a trend that execution time
for the inter-region traversal using IRPP heuristics increases
with the increment in the number of regions. Any large scale
site can have large number of regions. However, in a recent
survey [2], it was stated that coverage problem is computed
on a part of map rather a complete map. We assume the
upper limit of number of regions in a partial map for com-
putation of coverage to be 50 such that M = {1, 2, . . . , 50}.
We calculated the execution time for the MILP technique to
be 889.58s. This illustrates thatMILP is capable of generating
a feasible solution for even the large scale sites. The IRPP
heuristic based technique takes up to 140.7s to generate a
feasible solution.
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FIGURE 13. Cost incurred with respect to number of regions.

D. COMPARISON WITH EXISTING WORKS
In this section we evaluate the performance of our proposed
approach with respect to following approaches of CPP of
disjoint regions:

1) TSPP [5]: This method first derives inter-region path
planning using genetic algorithm [49] and then deter-
mines intra-regional path.

2) Dynamic Programming [13]: The coverage problem is
solved using integrated approach of dynamic program-
ming.

3) Extended Genetic Algorithm [40]: The coverage prob-
lem is used as an integrated problem using genetic
algorithm [49].

In this comparison study, genetic algorithm is implement
based on the code in [50] where the parameter setting were
tuned to be: 1) Number of iterations: 104, 2) Population size:
100, and 3) termination when fitness score does not change
for 10 iterations. The dynamic algorithm was implemented
based on code in [51].

We compare the performance of our work with the above
mentioned works in terms of coverage cost. Figure 13 shows
a trend that when the number of regions are small (less than or
equal to 3) the performance of all the approaches are similar.
However, as the number of regions increase, the coverage cost
of existing works increases. The main reason that they incur a
large cost is because they fail to follow the order as observed
in Figure 13. Keeping up with the trend in respect to coverage
cost, we can conclude that our approach with precedence
provision outperforms all the set of works [5], [13], [40].

VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, new CPP techniques for inspection of sites with
disjoint regions and precedence provision were mathemati-
cally formulated. The problem was first decoupled as inter-
region path planning and intra-region path planning. MILP
and heuristic based technique are proposed to solve the inter-
region path planning. For intra-region path planning, each
region is decomposed into a grid and Boustrophedon Motion
is planned over each region. The combination of both the
approaches generates a full coverage path is proved under

minor assumption. The simulation studies are carried out
to study the full coverage and efficiency of the proposed
approach in different scenarios. A comparison study with
the state-of-the-art techniques revealed that our approach
out-performed them in terms of coverage cost incurred.
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